Engagement of multifocal neural circuits during recall of autobiographical happy events
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Happy emotional states have not been extensively explored in functional magnetic resonance imaging studies using autobiographical recall paradigms. We investigated the brain circuitry engaged during induction of happiness by standardized script-driven autobiographical recall in 11 healthy subjects (6 males), aged 32.4 ± 7.2 years, without physical or psychiatric disorders, selected according to their ability to vividly recall personal experiences. Blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) changes were recorded during auditory presentation of personal scripts of happiness, neutral content and negative emotional content (irritability). The same uniform structure was used for the cueing narratives of both emotionally salient and neutral conditions, in order to decrease the variability of findings. In the happiness relative to the neutral condition, there was an increased BOLD signal in the left dorsal prefrontal cortex and anterior insula, thalamus bilaterally, left hypothalamus, left anterior cingulate gyrus, and midportions of the left middle temporal gyrus (P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Relative to the irritability condition, the happiness condition showed increased activity in the left insula, thalamus and hypothalamus, and in anterior and midportions of the inferior and middle temporal gyri bilaterally (P < 0.05, corrected), varying in size between 13 and 64 voxels. Findings of happiness-related increased activity in prefrontal and subcortical regions extend the results of previous functional imaging studies of autobiographical recall. The BOLD signal changes identified reflect general aspects of emotional processing, emotional control, and the processing of sensory and bodily signals associated with internally generated feelings of happiness. These results reinforce the notion that happiness induction engages a wide network of brain regions.
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Introduction

In recent years, many studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have investigated non-invasively the functional anatomy of transient emotional states in the healthy human brain (1,2). One kind of stimulation paradigm often employed in these studies involves the provocation of emotional states during the remembrance of autobiographical events (3). In such investigations, subjects are presented with modality-specific stimuli (cue words, pictures, films, sentences, or narratives) intended to elicit memories of autobiographical events marked by significant emotional content and vivid sensory details, and they are asked to re-experience the emotions that were present during such past events. These paradigms enable, in experimental settings, the induction of robust
emotional reactions in a reliable and more personal fashion (4-6).

Investigations of positive emotions such as happiness using fMRI and autobiographical recall paradigms have been scarce in healthy subjects. This is a relevant issue since the mapping of the brain circuitry underlying the normal experience of happiness may provide clues about the neural substrate of psychiatric conditions characterized by exacerbated and/or reduced expression of positive emotions, such as depressive or bipolar spectrum disorders. A study using visually presented words to trigger the recollection of personal events (6) reported increased activity when happy memories were contrasted with memories of neutral emotional content in medial prefrontal, lateral prefrontal and posterior temporal neocortical regions, as well as in the anterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus and ventral pallidum/dorsal amygdala. In a companion paper, the same authors reported a contrast of brain activation patterns between memories of positive versus negative valence and showed greater activity in the orbitofrontal cortex, temporal pole and entorhinal cortex during the remembrance of positive events (7). Such patterns of brain activity changes in association with happy emotions are in relative consistency with the results of previous functional imaging studies of emotional processing that used the positron emission tomography (PET) technique with similar emotion-inducing paradigms (8-10). However, the fMRI studies conducted to date have not repeated other findings reported in the PET literature of positive emotional processing, for instance in regard to the engagement of the hypothalamus, striatum and thalamus during the recall of happy events (5,10).

The discrepancies in the findings of functional imaging investigations of autobiographical recall may be partially due to inter-study differences in instructions and structure of stimuli leading to variations in the control of the content of retrieved memories, as well as to variations in the degree of vividness and arousal intensity of the memories elicited (4,6,11).

In the present fMRI study, we investigated the brain circuitry engaged during the provocation of happiness as compared to neutral and negative emotional states using narratives of personal memories. We tried to minimize the variability of our results by selecting healthy individuals taking into account their ability to vividly recall previous experiences, using triggering events chosen according to the same criteria of emotional intensity, and using exactly the same structure and length for the construction of narratives to be presented during fMRI data acquisition, for both the emotionally salient and neutral situations. We tried to repeat previous fMRI findings of brain activity differences in happy versus emotionally neutral and negative personal memories in prefrontal and temporal lobe regions (6,7,11), as well as to investigate the changes of brain activity in additional foci implicated in previous PET investigations of positive emotional processing, such as the hypothalamus, thalamus and basal ganglia (5,8,10).

Material and Methods

The Ethics Committee of the University of São Paulo Medical School approved the study, and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. This study was conducted according to the declaration of Helsinki.

Eleven healthy subjects who had completed at least elementary school were included (5 females; mean age = 32.4 ± 7.2; mean years of education = 10.5 ± 1.0), all of them right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (12). They were recruited through newspaper and radio advertisements, and were screened using the following exclusion criteria: age of less than 21 or more than 50 years; current or previous history of neurological and/or general medical conditions, as assessed by non-structured clinic interviewing, physical examination, electrocardiogram and blood/urinary work-up; current or previous history of psychiatric disorders including substance abuse or dependence, according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) (13) criteria, based on information obtained with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (14); first-degree family history of psychiatric disorders including psychosis, recurrent mood disorders and substance dependence, using the Family History Screen (15); current use of any drugs with potentially psychoactive effects, and for female subjects, a history of pregnancy or lactation within the last 6 months.

Subjects were interviewed by one of the researchers (C.T.C.) within two weeks before fMRI scanning. Initially, the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire, translated from its Spanish version (16), was applied; all individuals had ratings above the score of 20, indicating a good level of visual imaging capacity (mean score = 31.9 ± 11.4). We then obtained from each subject autobiographical information with a degree of remoteness of 6 to 12 months in order to allow the subsequent construction of nine scripts: three to elicit feelings of happiness; three to elicit negative valence emotions of irritability, conceptualized as a subjective reduction in the control over temper in response to sensorial or psychic stimuli (17), and three of neutral emotional content. For the selection of events in which they had experienced feelings of happiness, subjects were prompted to recall situations such as festivities, personal achievements, birth of loved relatives, etc. For each situa-
tion recalled, they were asked to give ratings (1-10) for the degree of happiness experienced. Only episodes for which subjects gave ratings for happiness greater than 5 were selected (mean scores = 9.0 ± 1.2) and without associated negative emotions (5) (including anger, fear, frustration, sadness, and irritability). For the selection of episodes of negative emotional content, subjects were presented with a list of situations that could potentially be associated with the feeling of irritability (e.g., waiting in long queues, dealing with bureaucracy, traffic jams), prepared on the basis of the Hassles and Uplifts scale (18) and the Buss-Durkee Hostility inventory (19). Subjects were asked to give ratings (1-10) for the intensity of each of the above-mentioned negative emotions experienced in the events. The 3 episodes for which subjects gave the greatest ratings for irritability (minimum of 5; mean scores = 7.5 ± 1.8), and which had lower scores for the other negative emotions, were selected. The same procedure was repeated in order to allow the selection of three emotionally neutral personal events. Finally, the interview was also used to select general contextual or conceptual subject matters from local newspapers, magazines and internet sites, rated by the subjects as emotionally neutral to them; this aimed to provide material for the construction of non-personal texts to be interleaved with the presentation of personal scripts during the fMRI session, in order to help subjects in the dissipation of the immediately previous script-driven emotional reaction and to keep their attention continually engaged over the entire length of the trial.

The nine personal scripts for each subject were written as 1-min long narratives in the present tense, by a professional writer. A predetermined text structure was employed, partitioning each script into three separate paragraphs respectively describing: the sensorial context in which the experience developed; the temporal, personal and interpersonal contexts, and the details of the emotional reaction elicited. Each paragraph contained 40 ± 4 words and 240 ± 30 characters (including spaces). Scripts were read by a professional narrator of the present tense, by a professional writer. A predetermined structure was used in the recording of the three personal scripts, subjective scales and neutral non-personal texts, a total of 220 gradient-echo T2* echo planar imaging sets were obtained using a GE LX-MR 1.5T scanner (General Electric, USA), each consisting of 15 interleaved non-contiguous 7.0 mm-thick transaxial slices, with a 0.7-mm gap, parallel to the intercommissural line. Imaging parameters were: TE = 40 ms, TR = 2 s, 64 x 64 matrix, interslice gap = 0.3 mm, field-of-view = 200 x 200 mm and flip-angle = 90. Stimulus presentation was synchronized with image acquisition via an optical relay triggered by the radiofrequency pulse. A purpose-written software was used for synchronizing the presentation of stimuli, visual scale displaying, subject responses, and image acquisition.
Results

The comparison of STAI scores before and after the fMRI procedure did not show significant differences (t = 1.04; d.f. = 10, P = 0.325, paired t-tests). The mean emotion intensity scores provided by subjects at the end of each kind of personal script are presented in Table 1. There were significant between-condition differences in the subjective scores of happiness, with subjects showing higher happiness scores after presentation of the happiness scripts relative to all other conditions (Table 1), as
well as in the neutral condition compared to the irritability condition. There were significant differences in subjective scores for irritability and sadness across the four different conditions (P < 0.001, one-way ANOVA), with subjects reporting feeling significantly more irritated and sad immediately after presentation of the negative emotion scripts relative to the other conditions (P < 0.001, post hoc t-tests; Table 1).

The results of the comparisons of BOLD effects between the happiness and neutral conditions are displayed in Figure 1. Table 2 provides the coordinates for the voxels of maximal statistical significance in each cluster showing BOLD signal differences be-

Table 1. Subjective self-report ratings of emotions during each personal script presentation and the baseline condition (N = 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affective scales</th>
<th>Scripts</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>F value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irritability</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritability</td>
<td>3.28 ± 0.74*</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.53</td>
<td>1.50 ± 0.90</td>
<td>1.72 ± 0.84</td>
<td>17.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>2.39 ± 0.69*</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.52</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.41</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.38</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>1.42 ± 0.62</td>
<td>3.64 ± 0.56*</td>
<td>2.56 ± 0.82***</td>
<td>1.96 ± 0.64</td>
<td>24.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>2.22 ± 0.74</td>
<td>2.39 ± 1.12</td>
<td>2.56 ± 0.82</td>
<td>2.03 ± 1.09</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>1.47 ± 0.52</td>
<td>1.39 ± 0.46</td>
<td>1.19 ± 0.39</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.52</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as means ± SD. *Significantly greater than the scores for the presentation of personal neutral scripts, happiness scripts or the baseline condition (P < 0.001, post hoc paired t-tests). **Significantly greater than the scores for the presentation of irritability scripts (P < 0.01, post hoc paired t-tests).

Figure 1. Areas showing significant blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal differences during happiness scripts relative to either emotionally neutral or negative emotional scripts. The statistical threshold was set at P < 0.05 for cluster and voxel analysis. The areas highlighted in yellow-red colors represent increased activity and blue-green colors represent decreased activity. Foci of significance have been overlaid on a T1 morphometric template, and are displayed on selected sagittal (left-hand frames), transaxial (middle frames) and coronal planes (right-hand frames). The number at the bottom of each frame corresponds to the coordinates of each plane, in standard Talairach and Tornoux (23) space. The right side of the transaxial and coronal images corresponds to the left side of the brain (radiological convention). In the top row, clusters of significantly increased BOLD signal during happiness scripts compared to emotionally neutral scripts are seen on the left dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus, insula and dorsal posterior lateral prefrontal cortex, as well as on the thalami, left hypothalamus and left middle temporal gyrus; foci of de-activation are seen in occipital regions. In the bottom row, foci of significantly increased BOLD signals during happiness scripts compared to irritability scripts are shown on the left anterior insula, left hypothalamus, thalamus bilaterally, inferior and middle temporal gyri bilaterally and right posterior insula, while areas of decreased BOLD effect are seen on the left dorsomedial prefrontal and dorsal anterolateral prefrontal cortices, subgenual cingulate gyrus and left lingual gyrus.
between conditions, as well as the size of those clusters and the corresponding statistical test values.

Significant foci of activation in the happiness condition relative to the neutral state were detected in: the left dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (Brodmann area, BA9); the left anterior insula, extending to the dorsal posterolateral prefrontal cortex and precentral gyrus (BA44/13/6/4); the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex bilaterally (BA32); the left hypothalamus; the thalamus bilaterally, and the midportion of the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21; Figure 1 and Table 2). Regional BOLD signal decrements during the happiness condition relative to the neutral condition were seen in the left orbitofrontal cortex (BA47), left posterior temporal neocortex involving the middle and inferior temporal gyri (BA20/21/37), left fusiform gyrus (BA37) extending to the cerebellum, left lingual gyrus extending to the middle occipital gyrus (BA17/18/19), and precuneus bilaterally (BA7; Table 2).

When contrasted against the irritability condition, the presentation of happiness scripts was associated with an increased BOLD signal in: the left anterior insula, as well as in the right temporal pole, the left hypothalamus and thalamus and the anterior and midportions of the inferior and middle temporal gyri bilaterally (BA20/21/37/38; Figure 1 and Table 2). There were also foci of relatively decreased BOLD signals in the happiness condition relative to the irritability condition in the left subgenual anterior cingulate gyrus (BA25) extending towards the head of the caudate, left dorsal anterolateral prefrontal cortex (BA10), left dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA9), and left cerebellum and fusiform/lingual gyri (BA19/37; Table 2).

The SCR measures of four subjects had to be discarded due to curve variation intensity lower than 0.05 µS. Mean scores for the SCL difference relative to the baseline condition in the remaining 7 subjects showed positive values for the three types of scripts, indicating that all of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region (Brodmann area)</th>
<th>Coordinates (mm)</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Size (voxels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Happiness &gt; neutral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Middle temporal gyrus (BA21)</td>
<td>-46.9  -3.3  -7.1</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Hypothalamus/thalamus</td>
<td>-3.6  -14.8 -1.6</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Anterior insula/dorsal posterolateral prefrontal/precentral cortices (BA44/4/6)</td>
<td>-43.3  3.7  25.8</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA9)</td>
<td>-7.2  51.8  14.8</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus (BA32)</td>
<td>0.0  8.5  42.3</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness &gt; irritability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Temporal pole (BA38)</td>
<td>8.8  -14.8 -40.1</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Inferior/middle temporal gyr (BA20/21/37)</td>
<td>-50.5  -37.0 -18.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Inferior/middle temporal gyr (BA20/21)/posterior insula</td>
<td>46.9  0.0 -23.6</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Hypothalamus/thalamus</td>
<td>-7.2  -7.4 -7.1</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Anterior insula</td>
<td>-43.3  3.7  14.8</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritability &gt; happiness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Fusiform gyrus (BA37)/cerebellum</td>
<td>-25.2  -29.6 -29.1</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Subgenenual cingulate gyrus (BA25)/caudate nucleus</td>
<td>-14.4  14.8 -12.6</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Lingual gyrus (BA19)</td>
<td>-46.9  -55.5 -1.6</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA9)</td>
<td>-14.4  51.8  14.8</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Dorsal anterolateral prefrontal cortex (BA10)</td>
<td>-25.2  1.8  4.8</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral &gt; happiness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Cerebellum/fusiform gyrus (BA37)</td>
<td>-21.6  -37.0 -23.6</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Lingual/middle occipital gyr (BA17/18/19)</td>
<td>-10.8  -70.3 -1.6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Orbitofrontal cortex (BA47)</td>
<td>-32.5  37.0 -7.1</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Inferior/middle temporal gyr (BA37/21)</td>
<td>-50.5  -44.4 -1.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Precuneus (BA7)</td>
<td>7.2  -70.3 36.8</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance was set at $P < 0.05$ for cluster activation. BA = Brodmann area; L = left; R = right.
those personal script conditions were associated with greater SCR in comparison to the baseline state. Regardless of the type of condition, there was an overall tendency towards lower values from the first run ($P = 0.055$) to the second ($P = 0.691$) and to the third run ($P = 0.987$) (one-way ANOVA). A trend towards significant differences between conditions occurred only in the first run, with a tendency to higher SCL values both in the happiness ($P = 0.057$) and neutral ($P = 0.096$) script conditions (post hoc paired $t$-tests, d.f. = 6) relative to the irritability state.

The BOLD signal was not significantly correlated either with SCL or happiness subjective ratings for happiness scripts.

**Discussion**

This fMRI study used autobiographical scripts to investigate, in a group of healthy subjects selected according to their ability to vividly recall personal experiences, the brain circuitry engaged during the remembrance of happy memories in comparison to the recollection of negative or emotionally neutral situations. Since there was a rigid control of the structure and length of the narratives presented across the emotion-eliciting and neutral conditions, the contrast between such conditions presumably favored the detection of brain activity patterns specifically related to the emotional components of the autobiographical recall experience. Even with such degree of matching between conditions and the use of statistically significant values corrected for multiple comparisons to protect against false-positive findings, significant BOLD changes were detected in a wide network of cortical and subcortical gray matter structures in association with the happiness condition.

The happiness condition was associated with BOLD signal increases in a number of anterior cortical areas, including medial and lateral aspects of the prefrontal cortex and the dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus. Medial prefrontal activity increments have been the feature most consistently identified in association with the remembrance of happy memories in previous functional imaging studies that used autobiographical recall paradigms (1,5-8,10). It is relevant to note that in our investigation, medial prefrontal BOLD signal increases in association with the happiness condition were detectable only when this state was contrasted against the neutral condition, while activity in this region was actually lower in the direct comparison of the happiness condition with the irritability state. These findings indicate that activity increases in the medial prefrontal cortex are not specifically related to the emergence of positive emotions by autobiographical recall. Instead, our pattern of results, added to the previous evidence of medial prefrontal engagement in imaging studies that used different paradigms of emotion induction, further supports the notion of a general participation of this brain region in emotional processing and in the elaboration of experiential feelings of self (1,25,26). The engagement of the dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus in our study is also consistent with the findings of previous imaging investigations that used autobiographical scripts to investigate brain activity changes associated with the recall of both positive and negative emotions (5,6,27,28). The anterior cingulate has been traditionally implicated in cognitive aspects of emotional regulation (29,30), performance monitoring, detection of conflict and errors, and decision making (31,32). In comparison to passive emotional tasks, paradigms of autobiographical recall of emotions involve a greater number of cognitive operations, including both attentional processes and the re-evaluation of past memories (6,7). The happy scripts in our study pertained typically to situations of personal pleasure and achievement that were described by subjects, at their post-scanning debriefing, as easy to retrieve; in contrast, the emotionally neutral events were described by subjects as difficult to access due to their lack of salience or relevance, and this might presumably have led to a lesser degree of their cognitive re-evaluation in comparison to the happy situations. The engagement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in our study is also likely to have been related to the degree of cognitive re-evaluation and/or retrieval success during the presentation of happy scripts relative to neutral scripts (6,7). In previous PET and fMRI studies in healthy subjects, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been frequently engaged during the performance of highly cognitively demanding tasks, involving selection processes, long-term episodic memory, executive functioning, working memory, attentional control, and semantic knowledge (32).

Differently from previous fMRI studies of happy autobiographical recall (6), we detected significant BOLD signal increments in subcortical nuclei, including the hypothalamus and thalamus, when the happiness condition was contrasted against the presentation of either neutral or irritability scripts. The involvement of the thalamus could be related to its role in relaying sensory information to cortical structures. A greater intensity of such processing during the happiness condition would be consistent with the notion that the remembrance of happy situations is associated with greater vividness relative to neutral or negative emotional situations (6,7,33,34). This might have occurred to a greater extent in our study compared to previous fMRI experiments due to our choice to select subjects according to their capacity to vividly recall previous experiences. Along the same lines, the greater activity
increments of the hypothalamus in association with the happiness condition could be related to the explicit instructions given to subjects to re-experience and appraise the emotions recalled, which would drive attentional resources to the characteristics of their internal milieu and thus engage brain structures involved in neurovegetative processing. A greater degree of such neurovegetative processing would be expected in association with the greater vividness of happiness situations. The tendency that we found towards higher SCL during the happiness condition compared to the presentation of irritability scripts, during the first fMRI run, would be compatible with such possibility. Also, the happiness condition led to a greater engagement of the anterior insula, another brain region previously highlighted as critical to the perception of human emotional responses (1). The insula is seen as relevant to the cortical mapping of information pertaining to bodily features that accompany emotional reactions, having a specific role in the central representation of emotion-related internal visceral responses (8,29,35). The involvement of the insula in our study may have emerged in direct proportion to the degree of bodily changes associated with the script-driven emotional reactions. Taken together, the patterns of activation of our study may reflect the engagement of a neurovegetative pathway from the hypothalamus and a sensorial pathway from the thalamus to the insular and somatosensory cortices, respectively, relevant to the consciousness of autonomic changes associated with affective states (8,36).

In regard to our findings pertaining to the temporal neocortex, cognitive aspects related to recall strategies and access to semantic knowledge might also explain the activity increments elicited in midportions of the middle temporal gyrus during the happiness condition (37). Activity increases in neocortical temporal regions have been highlighted in previous studies using tasks involving autobiographical recall (7,10,37) and have been interpreted as being related to the degree of complexity and/or semantic meaning of the stimuli employed (6,32,38).

Conversely, the relative activity decrements in the left posterior temporal and visual cortices detected in the contrast between the happiness condition relative the neutral state were unpredicted; the greater degree of vividness presumably associated with the recall of happy memories would be expected to engage cortical regions involved in visual processing during the happy autobiographical memories (4). However, it has been proposed that cortical regions responsible for visual processing may be subject to top-down modulation by selective attention to emotional stimuli (6,10). Alternatively, our findings could be related to a greater degree of involvement of visual processing regions during recall of neutral situations, which were reported by subjects at post-scanning debriefing as demanding more effortful imagery (4,6,38).

In agreement with previous fMRI studies that used similar emotion-inducing paradigms (6,7), the findings of an increased BOLD signal associated with the happiness condition in our study were lateralized to the left hemisphere. Such left-lateralized findings are consistent with the recently proposed hemispheric distinction between approach and withdrawal emotions (39). According to this framework, emotions that elicit withdrawal behaviors, such as fear and disgust, are thought to be primarily processed in right anterior brain regions, while emotions driving approach behaviors, such as happiness, would be predominantly processed in left-sided brain areas.

The above interpretations should be made with caution due to the limitations of our study. These include the modest size of the sample investigated, and the variance introduced by the inclusion of both males and females in the study group (40). Another factor that may have added variability to our data was the substitution of mirror/screen for goggles in a proportion of subjects; however, it is unlikely that the latter factor confounded significantly our findings, as there was no visual stimulation during the periods of fMRI data acquisition primarily targeted in the study, namely the phases of auditory presentation of personal scripts. Lastly, additional variability may have been introduced by the relatively flexible, 6- to 12-month period of remoteness used for the selection of situations. Previous fMRI studies have demonstrated differences in the patterns of brain activity as a function of the degree of remoteness of the memories elicited during autobiographical recall (4).

In conclusion, the present fMRI investigation of happiness induction by autobiographical recall revealed the engagement of a wide network of brain regions, including structures previously shown to be involved either in the perception of emotionally salient stimuli, or in the emergence and cognitive control of emotional reactions. The use of the same uniform structure for the cueing narratives of both emotionally salient and neutral conditions may have helped to decrease the variability of our findings, but further improvements are probably needed in future studies to allow a deeper understanding of the complex results of fMRI investigations of autobiographical recall. These strategies may include the use of paradigms with a greater degree of control over the remoteness, and the sensorial, semantic and episodic components associated with the imagined situations, and the assessment of the possible influence of motivational aspects and personality traits on the patterns of brain activity changes elicited during such emotionally laden situations.
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